Thursday, 10th July 2014

12:00: Registration
12:30 - 13:30: Lunch

Session One
Thursday, 10th July 2014, 13:30 – 15:00

1A. LEGAL EDUCATION
Room:

Presenters:

- **Kim Economides**
  “Tools for Strengthening the Foundations of Legal Professionalism”
- **Freda Grealy**
  “Inculcating Professional Identity and Teaching Ethics to Trainee Solicitors in Ireland”
- **Michael Holdsworth**
  “Virtues and Values in the Professions: Empirical Evidence to Inform the Future of Legal Ethics Education”

1B. LEGAL EDUCATION
Room:

Presenters:

- **Tuomas Tiittala**
  “Moral Education in the Study of International Law: A Virtue Approach”
- **Laura Bugatti**
  “Legal Education in Europe: Where do We Go?”
- **Carole Silver and Louis Rocconi**
  “Law Schools' Obligation to Teach Business and Financial Concepts and Quantitative Analysis: Taking Aim at Preparing Competent Lawyers”
1C. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

✓ **Rob Atkinson**  
  “Military Officers as Neo-Classical Professionals: Guardians of the Republic, Not Merely Servants of the Regime”

✓ **Graham Ferris and Nick Johnson**  

✓ **Matthew Windsor**  
  “Government Legal Advisers and the Impact of Institutional Structure on Independence”

1D. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

✓ **Marina Nehme**  
  “Sanctions Available to the Solicitors Regulations Authority: Do they Achieve their Objectives?”

✓ **Stephen G. A. Pitel and Sara L. Seck**  
  “The Role of Lawyers under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights”

✓ **Christian Wolf**  
  “Can and Should the In-House Counsel be Treated as Advocate?”

1E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

✓ **Judith McMorrow**  
  “Alternative Business Structure Law Firms: Emerging Models”

✓ **John S. Dzienkowski**  
  “Regulating Alternative Legal Structures Directed Towards Serving Corporate Clients”

✓ **Tahlia Gordon and Steve Mark**  
  “Alternative Business Structures (ABS) - Regulation - Non-Lawyer Ownership - Access to Justice - United Kingdom and Australia - Case Studies”
Panel: The Effect of Technology on the Regulation of Lawyers in the United States

Panellists:

- **Benjamin Barton:**

- **John O. McGinnis and Russell Pearce:**
  “The Coming Disruption of Law: Machine Intelligence and Lawyers’ Diminishing Monopoly Power”

- **Dana Remus**
  “The Dangers of Deregulation”

**1G. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS**

- **Genevieve Grant and Christine Parker**
  “Warning: Stressful compensation claims may be bad for your health! Reflecting on lawyers’ responsibility for claimant stress and health”

- **Chantal Morton**
  “Judicial Attitudes to the Ethics of Writing Judgments”

15:00 – 15:30: Coffee/Tea
Session Two

Thursday, 10th July 2014, 15:30 – 17:00

2A. LEGAL EDUCATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Daisy Hurst Floyd**
  “Professional Responsibility and Practical Wisdom: Rethinking Legal Ethics to Reform Legal Education”

- **Phil Drake and Stuart Toddington**
  “The Depths of dialogue: Ethics, Interests and the Behavioural Economics of ‘Collaborative’ Lawyering”

- **Eleanor Curran**
  “Moral Philosophy and Moral Reasoning - A Suitable Basis for Legal Ethics Teaching at the Academic Stage”

2B. LEGAL EDUCATION

Panel: Using History to Teach Legal Ethics: Lessons from the Holocaust

Room:

Panellists:

- **Lisa G. Lerman**
- **Toochi Ngwangwa**
- **Lisa-Marie Rudi**
- **Thorin Tritter**

2C. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- **Gülriz Uygur**
  “The Profession of the Judge: Seeing Injustice”

- **Magdalene D'Silva**
  “The Struggle for Orthodoxy in Transnational Legal Ethics: ‘Heresy’ in International Arbitration?”
2D. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Kathleen Clark**
  “Confidentiality, Conflicts and Federal Pre-Emption in the Dodd-Frank Whistleblower Program”
- **John S. Dzienkowski and Robert J. Peroni**
  “Tax Practitioner Conflicts of Interest”
- **Milan Markovic**
  “Subprime Scriveners”

2E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Judith McMorrow**
  “Lawyer Discipline in China - The Role of Fee Regulation”
- **Mitt Regan**
  “Confidence Games: Lawyers, Accountants and the Tax Shelter Industry”
- **Alexander Mak**
  “Legal ethics in the Art world: reflections on and possible solutions to the global challenges of Art Fraud”

2F. CULTURE

Panel: A Rose by any Other Name? Cultural Competence and its Impact on Legal Ethics and Effective Lawyering

Room:

Panellists:

- **Donna Buckingham**
- **Liz Ryan Cole**
- **Jan L. Jacobowitz**
- **Keiichi Muraoka**
- **Richard Zitrin**
Panel: Embedding Ethical Competence

Panellists:

- Richard Devlin (Chair)
- Adrian Evans
- Paul Maharg
- Victoria Rees
- Ted Schneyer

17:00: Welcome Reception
Friday 11th July 2014

8:30: Registration

**Session Three**

Friday, 11th July 2014, 9:00 – 10:30

**3A. EDUCATION**

Room:

Presenters:

- **Warren Binford**  
  “When Your Client is Killed”
- **Sam Erugo**  
  “The Role of Clinical Component in Teaching Legal Ethics for All Times”
- **Jo Nel Newman, Donald Nicolson and Melissa Swain**  
  “Teaching Legal Ethics and Professionalism through Clinical Self-Reflection”

**3B. EDUCATION**

Panel: Are We Making a Difference? Assessing the Effectiveness of Legal Ethics Education

Room:

Panellists:

- **Clark D. Cunningham**
- **Adrian Evans**
- **Michael Holdsworth**

**3C. PHILOSOPHY**

Room:

Presenters:

- **Anne Ruth Mackor**  
  “Against Codes with ‘Core Values’”
- **Dmitry Bam**  
  “The Constitutionality of American Recusal Processes”
- **Helen Kruse**  
  “Travelgate yesterday, waterboarding tomorrow? Government legal advisors and the duty of loyalty in South Africa”
3D. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Michael Santoro**
  “ABAJ Model Rule Amendments Adopted on Commission 20/20’s Recommendation: A New Standard of Technological Competence for Attorneys?”

- **Gregory H. Shill**
  “Boilerplate Shock”

- **Bruce Green and Ellen Yaroshefsky**
  “Regulation of U.S. Prosecutors in the Information Age”

3E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **James Moliterno**
  “Is There Hope for the Self-Regulation of the American Legal Profession?”

- **David Fennelly**
  “Reconciling Regulation and Independence: The Recent Experience in Ireland”

- **Dr. Elgiusz Krześniak**
  “Self-Regulation of the Legal Profession by National Bars - Will it Shortly be just a Memory?”

3F. CULTURE

Panel: Diversity and Inclusion in the Legal Profession: A Question of Business or Ethics?

Room:

Panellists:

- **Alex B. Long**
- **Hilary Sommerlad**
- **Sandra S. Yamate**
- **Louise Ashley**
Panel: Ethics Theory in the Basic Required Legal Profession Course: What Should be Included? From What Perspectives?

Panellists:

- Alice Woolley (Chair)
- Reid Mortensen
- Russell Pearce
- Stephen Pepper
- Mitt Regan
- Brad Wendel

10:30 – 11:00: Coffee/Tea
Session Four

Friday, 11th July 2014, 11:00 – 12:30

4A. EDUCATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Lawrence K. Hellman**
  “Contemporary Challenges in Teaching Legal Ethics: A Sin-American Comparison”
- **Julija Kirsiene**
  “The Role of Legal Ethics in Legal Education of Post-Soviet Countries: Lithuanian Case from Comparative Perspective”
- **Gayane Davidyan and Philip Genty**
  “The Role of Legal Ethics Education in Improving Legal Profession: A Comparison of Russia and the U.S.”

4B. EDUCATION


Room:

Panellists:

- **Keren Bright**
- **Nigel Duncan (Chair)**
- **Graham Ferris**
- **Robert Herian**
- **Ann Thanaraj**
- **Lisa Webley**

4C. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- **Amy Salyzyn**
  “The Ethics of Demand Letters”
- **Elizabeth Tippett**
  “A Content Analysis of Attorney Advertisements Relating to Pharmaceuticals”
- **Lynn Mather**
  “Litigation Ethics”
4D. REGULATION

Panel: Change from within rather than the Imposition of Change from without

Room:

Panellists:

- John Law
- Malcolm Mercer
- Darrel Pink
- Federica Wilson

4E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- Jawahar Lal Kaul
  “Regulation of Indian Legal Profession; Past and the Present Scenario”
- Emmanuel Akhigbe
  “The Legal Profession in Nigeria: Is it Under Regulated or Over-Regulated?”
- Maxim Tomoszek
  “Judicial Enforcement of Professional Ethics - Czech Experience after Five Years”

4F. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- Russell Pearce (Chair)
- Isabelle R. Gunning
  “Lawyers of All Faiths: Constructing Professional Identity and Finding Common Ground”
- Dr. Azizah al-Hibri
  “Faith, Values and Lawyering in the 21st Century: Failure of the Compartmentalization Approach”
- Rakesh K. Anand
  “On the Legitimacy of the Religious Lawyering Movement”
4G. REGULATION

Reid Mortensen
"Conflicting Duties, Conflicting Interests, Conflicting Values"

Brent Cotter
“The impending revolution in legal education in Canada: implications for legal ethics”

Gordon Turriff QC
“Why We Need Independent Lawyers”

12:30 – 13:30: Lunch
Session Five
Friday, 11th July 2014, 13:30 – 15:00

5A. EDUCATION
Room:

Presenters:

- **Wendy Larcombe**
  “Student Mental Health and the Ethics of Legal Education”
- **Selene Mize**
  “Flipping the Legal Ethics Classroom”

5B. EDUCATION
Panel: Responding to the Ethics and Values Recommendations of the Legal Education and Training Review: How?
Room:

Panellists:

- **Elizabeth Curran**
- **Nigel Duncan (Chair)**
- **Neil Gold**
- **Paul Maharg**
- **Shamini Ragavan**

5C. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS
Room:

Presenters:

- **James Moliterno**
  “Why Lawyers Do the Ethical Things They Do?”
- **Katie Murray**
  “The Professional Ethics of Christian Lawyers”
- **Caroline Hart**
  “Unexpected Findings: The all-Pervasive Importance of Ethics in the Lives of Rural Lawyers”
5D. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Stephen G. A. Pitel**
  “Judicial Fundraising in Canada”
- **Philip G. Schrag**
  “The Unethical Ethics Rule: Ways to Fix Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.8(e)”
- **Helena Whalen-Bridge**
  “Mandatory Pro Bono: Alive and Well in Asia?”

5E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Carole Silver, Jae-Hyup Lee and Jeeyoon Park**
  “Globalisation and South Korea's Market for Legal Services: Regulatory Blockages and Collateral Circulation”
- **Austin Pullé**
  “Multi-Jurisdictional Practice in Singapore and Corrupt Transactions: Ethical Challenges”
- **Ogwezzy Michael C.**
  “Unethical Conduct that Sabotages the Legal Profession in Nigeria”

5F. PHILOSOPHY

Panel: Lawyers and the Rule of Law

Room:

Panellists:

- **Greg Cooper**
- **Tim Dare**
- **Kate Kruse**
- **David Luban**
- **Dana Remus**
- **Brad Wendel**
- **Alice Woolley**
5G. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- **Tomáš Friedel and Michal Urban**
  “What Czech Judges Cannot Do: Practice of Judicial Disciplinary Authorities in the Czech Republic”

- **Michal Ofer Tsfoni**
  “The Degree of Intervention of the Courts in Decisions made by the Bar Association’s Disciplinary Courts”

- **Philip Bryden and Jula Hughes**
  “Empirical and Comparative Approaches to Judicial Disqualification: The Case for Limited-Scope Statutory Frameworks”

15:00 – 15:30: Coffee/Tea
Session Six
Friday, 11th July 2014, 15:30 – 17:00

6A. EDUCATION
Room:

Presenters:

❖ Ann Thanaraj
“Using Virtual Clinics to Develop and Experience Professional Responsibility and Clinical Legal Skills”

❖ Christian Wolf
“The “Soldan Moot Court” A New Moot Court to Teach and Promote Legal Ethics in Germany”

❖ Freddy Mnyongani
“Can Virtue be Taught? Reflections on Teaching Legal Ethics in South Africa”

6B. EDUCATION
Panel: Legal Ethics, Pro Bono, Access to Justice and Professional Responsibility Curriculum Development in South-East Asia
Room:

Panellists:

❖ Annette Bain
❖ Clair Donse
❖ Phuong Nguyen

6C. CULTURE
Room:

Presenters:

❖ John G. Browning
“Why Can't We Be 'Friends'? Judicial Ethics in the Digital Age”

❖ Lucy Jewel
“The Indie Lawyer of the Future? How Internet Culture, Technology and Modified Ethics Rules Might Produce a New Sustainable Form of Lawyering”

❖ David A Wright
6D. REGULATION
Panel: New Face of Regulation: Regulation from the Firm Level to the International Level
Room:
Panellists:
  ❖ Anthony Davis
  ❖ Susan Fortney
  ❖ Ellyn S. Rosen

6E. REGULATION
Room:
Presenters:
  ❖ Christopher Whelan
    “Called to the Bar in 2014: Moral Hazard or Professional Morality?”
  ❖ Bobette Wolski
    “A Critique of Proposals for New Rules of conduct for Legal Representatives in Mediation - Arguments for Maintaining the Status Quo”
  ❖ Julian Webb
    “Regulating Education and training in a Liberalised Legal Services Market: The Experience of England and Wales”

6F. REGULATION
Panel: The Regulation of Legal Profession: A Comparative Perspective on the Direction of Change
Room:
Panellists:
  ❖ Andy Boon
  ❖ Linda Haller
  ❖ Deborah Rhode
  ❖ Noel Semple
6G. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- **Sundeep Aulakh, Joan Loughrey and Jacki Ford**
  “The Role of the Compliance Officer for Legal Practice in ABS Entities”
- **Scott Cummings**
  “Lawyers in the Movement for Green Ports”
- **Leslie C. Levin**
  “The Character and Fitness Inquiry Reconsidered”

19.00  Reception and Conference Dinner at Inner Temple
Saturday, 12th July 2014

8:30: Registration

Session Seven

Saturday, 12th July 2014, 9:00 – 10:30

7A. EDUCATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Trevor C. W. Farrow**
  “Access to Justice, Professional Consciousness and Legal Education”
- **Justin Hansford**
  “Lippman's Law: Instilling Public Service Values through a 50 Hour Pro Bono Requirement for Bar Admission”
- **Katerina Lewinbuk**
  “There is no App for That: The Need for Legal Educators and Practitioners to Comply with Ethical Standards in the Digital Era”

7B. EDUCATION

Title: The Bar and Training in Ethics

Room:

Panellists:

**Chair: Mr. Justice Green, Chairman, Advocacy Training Committee**

- **Martin Griffiths QC**
- **Simon O’Toole**: “Ethics training for new practitioners”
- **Sarah Clarke**
- **Patricia Lynch**: “Recent developments in handling of vulnerable witnesses” (including video examples)
7C. CULTURE

Room:

Presenters:

- **Marnie Prasad and Mary-Rose Russell**
  “Professional and Ethical Challenges for Criminal Lawyers in the Changing Environment of Legal Representation: A New Zealand Perspective”

- **Anne Ruth Mackor**
  “Autonomous Judges and Reliable Fact Finding in Criminal Law”

- **John Flood**
  “Are machines ethical?”

7D. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- **Anthony V. Alfieri**
  “Paternalistic Interventions in Civil Rights and Poverty Law: A Case Study of Environmental Justice”

- **Emanuel Tucsa**
  “Knowledge and Fidelity: Considering the Relationship between the Lawyer's Role in Making Knowledge about Law Available and the Lawyer's Duty of Fidelity to Law”

- **Helen McGowan**
  “Phronesis and the Navigation of Conflicting Interests in Small-Scale Country Legal Practice”

7E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Carol A. Needham**
  “Exercising Independent Professional Judgment in a High-Volume Legal Practice”

- **Paula Baron and Lillian Corbin**
  “Robust Communications or Incivility - Where do We Draw the Line?”

- **Francesca Bartlett and Robyn Carroll**
  “Ordering Lawyers to Apologise for their Misconduct: What's the Benefit?”
7F. REGULATION

Panel: A Model Law on Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility for Countries of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)

Room:

Panellists:

- Mohamed Mattar
- Mohammad Mahdi Meghdadi
- Hossein Mirmohammadsadeghi
- Saif Al-Rawahi

7G. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- Jennifer A. Leitch
  “Looking for Quality: Legal Ethics, Empirical Research and Access to Justice”
- Anna Lund and Andrew Pillar
  “How British Columbia Lawyers Define Pro Bono, Low Bono and Voluntary Work”
- Noel Semple
  “Accessible Professionalism”

10:30 – 11:00: Coffee/Tea
Session Eight
Saturday, 12th July 2014, 11:00 – 12:30

8A. EDUCATION

Room:

Presenters:

- Clare Cappa
  Ethical Understanding: Ingredient or Garnish?
- Juan Beca
  “Why do we Teach Legal Ethics?”
- Gaye Lansdell
  “What do we Want? What do we Need? Do we even Need it at All? Monash University Law Students' Perspectives on their Preferences for Ethical Legal Education”

8B. EDUCATION

Panel: Legal Ethics beyond Common Law Countries: Session 1

Room:

Panellists:

- Dubravka Aksamovic
- Fahad Al-Zumai
- Catherine Klein
- Kamila Mateeva
- Ernest Ojukwu
- Ulrich Stege
- Leah Wortham

8C. CULTURE

Room:

Presenters:

- Alex B. Long
  “Reasonable Accommodation as Professional Responsibility”
- Susan D. Carle
  “Lawyers, Non-Lawyers and Legal Reform: A Case Study”
- Milan Markovic
  “Disruption Rhetoric and the Market for Legal Services”
8D. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- **Allan C. Hutchinson**
  “Legal Ethics in an Adversarial Age: The Case for the Warrior Lawyer”
- **Sylvie Delacroix, UCL Laws**
  “From Habits to Imaginative Practice”
- **Jane Campbell Moriarty**
  “Losing Faith: The Ministers of Justice and the Prosecutorial Mind-set”

8E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Camille Cameron**
  “Procedural Rules as Rules of Ethics and Professional Conduct”
- **Andy Boon**
  “Trends in the Disciplinary Regulation of the Lawyers in England and Wales”
- **Bobette Wolski**
  “The Limitations of Codes of Professional Conduct - Accommodating Diversity in Practice at Law School”

8F. REGULATION

Panel: Regulating Judges I

Room:

Panellists:

- **Gabrielle Appleby**
- **Ray Worthy Campbell**
- **Richard Devlin**
- **Susan LeMire**
- **Helena Whalen-Bridge**
8G. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- **Nourit Zimmerman**
  “Legal Ethics from a Relational Perspective: The Case of Forced Representation”
- **Daniel Alge**
  “Regional Variations in Barristers’ Ethics”
- **Richard Moorhead**
  “Social Psychology in Legal Ethics: Some Emerging Work on Values and Ethical Decision-Making”

12:30 – 13:30: Lunch
**Session Nine**

Saturday, 12th July 2014, 13:30 – 15:00

**9A. EDUCATION**

Panel: Developing Students’ Capacity to Cope with Ethical Dilemmas in Legal Practice Through Teaching ‘Giving Voice to Values’ Techniques

Room:

Panellists:
- Dr. Liz Curran,
- Anneka Ferguson
- Vivien Holmes

**9B. EDUCATION**

Panel: Legal Ethics Education beyond Common Law Countries: Session 2

Room:

Panellists:
- Juan Beca
- Sverre Blandhol
- Jose García-Añón
- Małgorzata Król
- Yasutomo Morigiwa
- Phuong Nguyen
- Maxim Tomoszek
- Leah Wortham

**9C. CULTURE**

Room:

Presenters:

- Kath Hall
  “Working for the Few or Agents of Change? The Role of Global Lawyers in the Development of Transnational Law”
- Richard Wu and Grace Leung
  “A Comparative Study of Law Students’ Perceptions of Their Values in Hong Kong, China and Taiwan: Some Interim Findings”
- David Hillard and Fiona Mcleay
  “A Comparative Perspective on Building a Pro Bono Culture: Australia and England”
9D. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- **Joshua P. Davis**
  “Legal Ethics and Legal Dualism”
- **Robert Eli Rosen**
  “Holmesian Legal Ethics: The Autocrat of Legal Culture”
- **Nicholas Kang-Riou**
  “Paul Ricoeur and the Right to Autonomy at the End of Life”

9E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Maxine Evers**
  “The Profession for Sole Practitioners: An Easy Mark for the Regulator?”
- **Alberto Bernabe**
  “Confusing the Roles of Lawyers and Guardians: A Threat to the System of Juvenile Justice”
- **Deborah Rhode**
  “Rethinking the role of Non-Lawyers: Restructuring Legal Education and Legal Practice”

9F. REGULATION

Panel: Regulating Judges II

Room:

Panellists:

- Dubravka Askamovitch
- Tim Dare
- Richard Devlin
- Adam Dodek
- Limor Zer-Gutman
9G. Regulation

Room:

Presenters:

- Anthony J. Sebok
  “Thinking Like a Lawyer vs. Thinking Like a Banker: Litigation Finance and Professional Independence”

- David Dana
  “The Ethics and Regulation of Litigation Financing for Law Firms and Lawyers in the United States”

- Neil Watt
  “The Path to Hell and Good Intentions: Blackstone, Brougham and the journey from lawyers’ ethics to legal ethics”

15:00 – 15:30: Coffee/Tea
Session Ten
Saturday, 12th July 2014, 15:30 – 17:00

10A. EDUCATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Tereza Krupova**
  “Legal Ethics as Part of Legal Literacy?”
- **Danielle T. Gauer**
  “A Review of the Importance of Ethics in Legal Education”
- **Amari Omaka, Rose Nwali, Faiza Haswary, Omar Maniar, Nirmal Upreti and Manju Gautam**
  “Code of Conduct and Ethical Challenges of Law Students Assisting Prisoners in Nigeria, Pakistan and Nepal”

10B. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LEGAL ETHICS

Room:

Presenters:

- **Enrica Rigo**
  “Judging Histories: An Empirical Study of Judicial Decisions Regarding Migrants in Italy”
- **Pier Luc Dupont**
  “Substantive Equality and Legal Intervention in Ethnocultural Conflicts: A Four-Step Model of Deliberation”
- **M. Levent Ozgonul**
  “The Concept of Medical Error in Turkey”

10C. CULTURE

Room:

Presenters:

- **Justin Hansford**
  “Professional Identity in Motion: Nelson Mandela, Barrack Obama and the Ethics of Transformation”
- **Jennifer A. Kreder**
  “Portrait of Wally and U.S. Museums Shift to the Offensive”
- **Sahar Maranlou**
  “Forgotten Ethics in Iranian Legal Education”
10D. PHILOSOPHY

Room:

Presenters:

- **Igor Milinkovic**
  “Where are the Borders of the Acceptable Lawyer's Paternalism? A Client's Informed Consent in Bosnia and Herzegovina”
- **Paweł Skuczyński**
  “Lawyers' Paternalism and the Republican Tradition: Case of Polish Legal Culture”
- **Alice Woolley**
  “The Lawyer as Fiduciary”

10E. REGULATION

Room:

Presenters:

- **Alvin Chen Yi Jing**
- **Hares Akhtarzadah**
  “Challenges of Providing Legal Aid Services in Afghanistan”
- **Catherine Piché**
  “Creating Ethical Norms in Complex Proceedings”

10F. REGULATION

Panel: A Roundtable Discussion on the Lawyers' Monopoly and Client/Consumer Protection

Room:

Panellists:

- **Ben Barton**
- **James Cooper**
- **Chris Kenney**
- **Renee Newman Knake**
- **Bruce Kobayashi**
- **Melissa Mortazavi**
- **Cassandra Burke Robertson**
10G. REGULATION

Panel: Legal Process Outsourcing and Alternative Legal Service Providers: The Ethical Implications, Today and Tomorrow

- Carole Silver (Chair)
- Patrick Hanlon
- Alison Hook
- Ellyn Rosen
- Mark Ross

17:00 – Conference Closes